Double Negatives Worksheet 2
Tennis Stars!

Directions: Circle the negative words. There are at least two in each sentence. Then rewrite the sentence without using double negatives.

1. Brenda can't barely keep her racket in the air.
   Rewrite the sentence without double negatives

2. She isn't no real tennis star like I am.
   Rewrite the sentence without double negatives

3. I'm not saying that I can't beat her.
   Rewrite the sentence without double negatives

4. I haven't hardly lost a game yet and I'm never not going to try my best.
   Rewrite the sentence without double negatives

5. No player nowhere can beat me when I'm on my game.
   Rewrite the sentence without double negatives

6. It's never going to be no Brenda who beats me another time.
   Rewrite the sentence without double negatives

7. I don't want to hear nothing else about Brenda.
   Rewrite the sentence without double negatives

8. It's not that she didn't beat me a few times before.
   Rewrite the sentence without double negatives

9. This isn't none of your business no way, but she can serve.
   Rewrite the sentence without double negatives

10. I'll admit that it's not like Brenda isn't a true tennis star.
    Rewrite the sentence without double negatives